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DESCRIPTION

Previous eResearch conferences’ Birds of a Feather (BoF) sessions have covered a range of topics related to open data, access and reuse [e.g. 1,2]. The proposed BoF provides a dedicated forum for open discussion of different perspectives regarding research data management and openness. It will also explore the current and future roles for eResearch intermediaries and data librarians in this arena.

Key areas to be explored include different research communities’ expectations of reciprocity, and the changing expectations of funding agencies and publishers [3,4,5]. Rather than typifying open data as an all-or-nothing dichotomy, the discussion will be framed around a continuum of openness [6,7]. This approach recognises that different types of access will be appropriate for different datasets and research materials. While some data is freely available for download, other datasets are only available on request, or after an embargo period has elapsed. Sometimes summary data or survey instruments are shared; other times the raw data and computer code is freely posted online. The continuum of openness may also be applied to the locus of storage, from local storage to dark archives or open databases. Likewise, data documentation may be limited, locally-created or employed in accordance with shared standards.

Another discussion topic is the role of eResearch intermediaries or support professionals and data librarians in this area. One of the biggest hurdles in beginning the eResearch discussion with researchers is explaining about this spectrum of open data and quelling fears that all data will have to be completely open. Previous eResearch conferences’ Birds of a Feather sessions have included discussion about eResearch intermediaries and the need for communication [8]. This BoF will build on this discussion, looking at the complexities involved with supporting researchers and informing them about all the different levels of openness. Previous BoFs held annually have also looked at eResearch education and training [9] since this is such an important issue. This BoF will focus on the issue as it relates to open data and building capabilities among both support professionals and researchers.

Specific discussion topics will include:
- Researcher perspectives on open data, data sharing, and disciplinary research practice
- Roles for libraries, data librarians and eResearch intermediaries in research data management
- Privacy, confidentiality and other issues around data access and reuse

The intended audience for this session includes:
- Researchers and research partners
- eResearch intermediaries, information professionals and librarians
- Research administrators and stakeholders

OUTLINE

1. Degrees of Openness. Joanne Croucher
   15 minutes

2. Education and communication strategies. Kylie Bailin
   15 minutes

3. Open discussion. Open forum for discussion and questions.
   30 minutes
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